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Design Guide for SC1x3
Designing hardware around a SC123 or it’s variants can be easier than for most
other embedded systems with a similar level of functionality, but it isn’t always
easy.
There are many points that can be forgotten or not be considered what makes a
initial operation very difficult.
This document wants to show important points and answers to some questions
which comes up when designing schematic and layout. It is an addon to the
Design Giude for SC1x. Most of the hints and rules of Design Giude for SC1x
apply also for SC1x3. Please read Design Giude for SC1x before you read this.
1. Signals UCSIN# / UCSOUT#
Those signals are belong to one of the most important signals. If you don’t
want to use a external memory to map it into SC1x3’s internal memory, don’t
forget the connection between those signals.
If UCSIN# is left open and without any external logic, the system won’t boot.
2. Crystal
Use a 25MHz crystal with 100ppm max., no 24.576MHz or similar crystals.
You can use an oscillator with 25MHz and connect it to XIN of the SC1x3,
then XOUT can be left open.
3. CPUCLK
This signal is the most sensitive signal of the SC1x3. For a steady boot up a
feedback line between XOUT and CPUCLK is necessary (see HW Manual).
4. 3,3V and A3,3V VDD (VDD1A, VDD2A, VSS3A, VSS4A)
Seperate the two different power supplies through a ferrite and corresponding
layout. The power supply for the internal PHY of the SC1x3 has to be
seperated from the digital power supply to decouple distortions. Use a
additional ferrite for CPUCLK signal to XOUT for the same reason. Otherwise
the 96MHz cpu clock could disturb the ethernet signal.
5. Testpoints
The SC1x3 is a BGA. So, all balls that are not connected and not routed to
an outer layer of the motherboard are unusable for this hardware forever. If
you are not sure if you need a signal in future or not, or you don’t understand
the function of some balls, then use testpoints! Connect testpoints for
measuring and evaluating in your first design. “If anything can go wrong, it
will” 1 . If you have some testpoints connected to the right signals you can try it
out, before you redesign the hardware.
6. Startup Configuration of SC1x3
The SC1x3 can be configured before any software runs through some pullup/down resistors at the address signals. These external resistors are not
necessary, if nothing is connected to these signals (except testpoints). If you
are connecting anything to this address line, you should place the resistor for
the desired configuration or predefined state, because any device can
overwrite the internal weak resistors.
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7. COM0/COM1 for prototype boards
If you don’t need any serial port, even though connect COM1 to a simple
minature connector. The connector has only be placed on the first few
prototype boards.
If the design has a bug and no ethernet connection can be established,
COM1 is a easy and simple way to watch some debug information (boot
message, etc.).
Better you use COM1 and COM0. Through COM0 you can always update
your RTOS Version.
You can choose the bootloader interface for the serial port (see HW Manual,
chapter Startup Configuration).
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Start-up / Troubleshooting of new SC1x3-Designs
Step 1.
Check input current of your design. The current of the SC1x3 should not
exceed 0.6A. Hint: Most electronic parts work only so long as the smoke is
still inside Æ If the smoke is out, they are defect.
Step 2.
Connect a serial cable to COM1 and check the boot message.
Problem:
No bootmessage comes out. Input current is very low.
Solution:
Check crystal frequency. The frequency should have 25MHz. If lower
frequency than 25MHz, check route of XIN and XOUT to CPULCK.
Check UCSIN#/UCSOUT# with an oscilloscope. After power on you should
see the signals toggling. This indicates the reading of the RTOS from the
internal flash. Check CPUCLK. At the begin of the boot process it should
have 24MHz, then the RTOS sets the frequency to 96MHz by default. If
reading from internal flash fails, the freuency of CPUCLK remains at 24MHz.
Check RESETOUT#. If it is low the SC1x3 is in reset state. If RESETOUT# is
shortened with GND, the SC1x3 is in reset state too.
Step 3.
Problem: Bootmessage prints RAM ERROR.
Periphery connected to address-/databus is not working
Solution:
Check the periphery connected to the address-/databus. If to many parts are
connected to the buses of the SC1x3, it will prevent it from booting. All
signals from the external address-/databus are used internal too. If the
external load is to heavy or the routing too long, the internal RAM test will fail
and it won’t boot.
Check the chip selects and other control signals. Is the right configuration
used for Chip Select Byte Enable through A12 ?
Step 4.
Problem:
System reboots when USB driver gets started.
Solution:
Check the INT3 input of the SC1x3. The USB driver enables external INT3,
because INT3 is shared with internal USB. If the input is high or floating the
system can get too much interrupts.
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